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UniQo AdaptA main features are a particular innovative macro-morphology
and a unique threading. Thanks to these features, AdaptA ensures a higher
primary stability in D3-D4 bone, compared to a traditional implant. During the
insertion, the aggressive shape of the spire gives to the implant a remarkable
self tapping capacity and allows the implantologist to change direction during
the implant housing. AdaptA uses the already known and reliable UniQo
prosthetics. The high stability is ensured by the tapered connection and an
optimal aesthetic outocome is achieved thanks to the platform switching. In
presence of D1-D2 bone, the use of AdaptA hard bone drills is adviced.
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UniQo PRO-CYLINDRICAL implants are recommended for use in cases of
particularly hard bone (D1 - D2), but function well also in other cases. Easy to
insert, their macro-morphology ensures long term stability, thanks to special
threads with maximum surface area to support the high occlusal forces often
seen in the posterior. This gives dentists confidence about long-term success
even with limited ridge height. The high stability is ensured by the tapered
connection and an optimal aesthetic outocome is achieved thanks to the
platform switching.
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To be used after the last
drill, in preparation of the
implant site, for creating
the neck housing;
recommended mainly
on D1 and D2 bone.
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The surgical box has been designed to easily store the surgical instruments. The surgical kit is autoclavable at a temperature of 134°C / 274°F at 2,1 bar for 5 minutes.

Pilot Drill

Drill Extension

For initiating a pilot hole and marking the bone when determining the
implant entry position.

It permits the use of rotating instruments with connection for the
contra-angle handpiece in sites difficult to reach.

PRO-Cylindrical Hard Bone Drills

Drills Depth Marking

PRO-Cylindrical Hard Bone drills are used after the last drill, in
preparation of the implant site, for creating the neck housing;
recommended mainly on D1 and D2 bone.

The laser depth notches imprinted on the surgical kit indicate with
better precision the depth of the marking on all drills.

AdaptA Hard Bone Drills

Mount Adapter for Micromotor

AdaptA Hard Bone drills are used after the last drill, in preparation of
the implant site, for creating the neck housing.

The square connection allows to be used with micromotor
at low revolutions.

Drill Depth Stops

Dynamometric Torque Wrench

The stop when used on the drill ensures the desired depth, that is
obtained automatically, thus avoiding unfortunate consequences from
excessive penetration.

It used with fixed function to complete the manual insertion of the
implant and the tapping operations of the surgical site. The device
also has a torque function with markers from 10 to 40 Ncm.

Depth Gauge

Implant Driver

Used to measure depth and parallelism of the implant site.

The implant driver is a handpiece or contra-angle driver that is used
to take the implant correctly and then insert it into the implant site.
Thanks to the marking it is possible to easily identify the depth (1 - 2 3 mm) to which the implant has been inserted.

Medium Hex Driver

Manual Key

For tightening and unscrewing all FMD screws.

To start tapping the surgical site or for manual implant insertion.

Drills

Manual Lever

The FMD cylindrical drills for surgery are manufactured in surgical
steel and allow a precise, safe and rapid cut of the bone for the
preparation of the surgical alveolus.

It can be used to increas torque for manual key.

